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FAIR ACRES SUMMER CAMP
It's been a fantastic summer so far - we hope you
enjoy reading about some of the highlights!

Mismatch Day
Stripes and plaid and polka dots oh my! Our plan was to get
as silly, goofy, and wild with our outfits here at Fair Acres!
What better chance to wear your checkered knee socks with
your flowered skirt shorts or one sneaker and one croc like
Fiona one of our energetic Huskies!? Nothing went together,
just the way we like!
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Check out those shoes!
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Color Wars
Our once a summer annual Color Wars, when we divide the entire
camp up into Red Team and Blue Team was another huge success
again this year! Blue had to defend their title from last year and we
competed all day in events such as ultimate extreme handball,
balloon pop, Schubael’s plunge, capture the life preserver, dominate
the flag, and our most popular event the counselor hunt. Blue team
took home the victory again this year but we were all great sports
and were treated to an ice-cream truck surprise.
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Great job team Blue!
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Swimming Lessons

Our two top notch lifeguards down by the pond have been
working hard to improve our campers swimming skills. Skylar
and Maeve take safety extremely seriously and know how
important it is to teach the skills and fundamentals of
swimming. From “talking to the fish” and using “big ice-cream
scoop arms” to get the Blackbears and Huskies comfortable
in the water to teaching rotary breathing to the Vikings and
Bulldogs. Skylar and Maeve tailor their lessons to the
developmental age of each group and get to work one to one
with campers as they encourage them to try new things and
improve down by the water!
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Water safety, water fun!
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The "Eagles"

Our Leaders-in-Training, the "Eagles," have
continued to impress us each week. From
teambuilding activities to learning to work together
and communicate to mock interviewing and even
bringing Fair Acres a recycling program. This group
are role models for our campers and are growing
and learning with each passing day. We could not be
more excited to see what the Eagles will continue to
bring to Fair Acres!
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Role Models

Would you like to be considered to
be part of the Eagles next summer?
See Lisa or Maranda for details,
or email
info@fairacrescapecod.com
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Water Day

Wet n’ Wild Water splashed into Fair Acres with a whole lot
of excited, energy, and sunshine! All groups got the chance
to slip and slide down New England’s largest slip n’ slide,
some campers even made it all the way to the end! We also
had two double water slides that campers raced down and
challenged counselors to a head to head match, let the most
air-o-dynamic camper win! Even our lifeguards got in on the
action playing water polo to challenge the campers some
tight matches! It was a beautiful day and to top it all off, we
got a visit from the ice-cream truck too!
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Slip 'N Slide!
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Campfire Night
Our two oldest groups the Bulldogs and Vikings
spent an energy packed and awesome night at Fair
Acres. We searched for marshmallow sticks, played
a camp-wide game Domination, went for a dusk
swim, had a cookout, and finished off our night with
s’mores and scary stories by the campfire. We can’t
wait for the next one in Session 3!
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Session 4

Want in on the action? During session 4 we
will host our second annual Fair Acres Block
Party Bash! We are so excited for our blow up bounce house obstacle course, a unique
food truck, Velcro wall, and so much more.
But the summer is flying by and we have very
limited space in Session 4, grab a spot soon
and contact Lisa or Maranda to register!

